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Sliding Barn Door Hardware: Company Taking It From
Outside to Inside
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Sliding Barn Door Hardware has long been
a staple for outside sheds and of course
barns, but one company has answered the
call for the growing amount of people who
want to bring that look inside. NW Artisan
Hardware will be supplying different high
quality and beautifully customized
hardware products for sliding doors
inspired by one owners Shed building
company.

(Newswire.net  – 24 January 2013) Woods Cross, UT -- Wright's Shed Co. is opening its newest online store or

website NW Artisan Hardware that will be supplying different high quality and beautifully customized hardware
products for sliding doors. The new store will be providing outstanding services, customization services and high
quality and dependable products for hardware needs.

The company's opening promises to provide hardware shoppers for their barn door and sliding door hardware needs
and create new trends in doors like what is shown in different makeover programs and HGTV. They make sure that
they can provide the most current and reliable services for people in the hardware industry and make sure to provide
satisfaction a well.

NW Artisan Hardware is a store/site that was created as a response for the increasing demands on modern and
stylish sliding hardware materials for doors. The products of the site were initially used solely with different sheds as
well as exterior for buildings. Wright’s Shed Co. owners have decided to create a company that can provide
outstanding services for all accommodated customers. The outstanding services that they are offering are
accomplished with the use of complete customization as well as increase the inventory ensuring the dependability
and the authenticity of every product that they are offering. Some of the products that they are providing are high
quality hinges, sliding barn door, vintage barn doors and many more. They make sure that customers will have an
easy time of choosing the hardware products that they need for their establishments and for their homes.

The opening of the NW Artisan Hardware was made to introduce the new company, its store and the products that are
made ready for customers. With lots of people who need quality hardware materials, the company promises to provide
everything that they need when it comes to modern hardware supplies.

NW Artisan Hardware is a new company that is known to provide everything that most construction and home
builders’ need to secure every sliding door that they are going to put up. It is located at Woods Cross Utah and can be
reached by everyone anytime they need high quality hardware products for sliding doors.

For more information about the products that new site offers visit them at http://www.nwartisanhardware.com, send
inquiries at info@nwartisanhardware.com or call them at 801-787-1949.
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